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for use with all paints, it laid off 
this coating in places our roller 
couldn’t reach. 

We rolled with a Kodawool 
9" roller with a 1¼" nap. On this 
concrete surface a thick nap was 
a must, and this roller is labeled 
for use on rough surfaces. The 
roller is epoxy bonded to a 
solvent resistant polypropylene 
core, designed for interior or 
exterior use. The roller cage was 
a Premier Roller Z-Pro brand 
Blue Tiger™. This no-slip 
frame has a unique retaining 
spring to securely hold the roller 
in place. A great applicator trio 
for your clients!

Photos 13 and 14: These 
sundries from T.S. Simms 
will make you the talk of the 
town! For one, the roller tray 
(13) is heavy duty and won’t 
spill. It holds a lot of paint, and 
the company’s Tray Arm (14) 
attaches to it so you can pick 
it up and move it without hav-
ing to bend over 1,576 times 

a day. Simms’ Everlok 

extension poles are 
much lighter than 
any pole we’ve ever 
encountered, yet 
strong and sturdy 
and easy to adjust. 
They are available 
in several sizes. Of 
course they help for 
painting high up, but 
remind customers that 
they’ll appreciate the 
leverage and comfort www.allwaytools.com
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when coat-
ing a surface 
beneath them, 
or even at 
their level.

Photo 15: 
Action! Sue 
uses her T.S. 
Simms Pole 
and Tray to dip 
her Kodawool 

roller and her 
Blue Tiger frame 

into the Deck 
Guardian. See how many different products combine for one 
simple dip! 

Photo 16: (Photo on next page.) Now we start painting. This 
is the easy part—most of the job is prep, but as we’ve been saying 
since February, 1992, you don’t get a good paint job without good 
prep. Sue and Sawyer put the first coat of Deck Guardian on the 
18' x 24' deck in less than an hour, she reported. The product 
applied just like any other paint. The ScotchBlue Exterior tape 
stayed in place while they painted the edges of the deck with the 
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Premier solid 
tapered brush. 
It’s nice to take 
for  granted 
that an exterior 
tape stays in 
place and that 
the brush will 
do its job.

Photo  17 : 
After this first 
coat, they waited 
four hours to 
appy a second, 
which took about 
a half hour. Sue 
was impressed 
how Deck Guard-
ian covered evenly, 
including the caulk, 

which didn’t bleed through after it dried. Plus no streak marks!
Photo 18: The deck is coated and ready for some furniture. 

Sue used a slightly darker color of Deck Guardian to fill in the 
cracks in the stamped concrete, just for a highlight. 

Photo 19: The finished deck, set up and ready to go. This 
being October and this being St. Louis, we weren’t guaranteed 
a sunny day for photography, but no matter the weather, it’s a 
much more enjoyable hangout than it used to be. After this? 
Another BBQ party, of course, and no one has to be afraid they’ll 
be asked to help paint!  TPD©2016 SafeWorld™ Int’l., Inc.

U.S. Utility Patent # 8,272,542 & 
U.S. Design Pat. # D592,953

info@safeworld.com
800.743.0115cangun1.com

    
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
� FullGrip™ E-Z Pull Trigger
� Up To 8x Easier To Spray 

*

� Easy To Use With Gloves
� Arthritis-Friendly Ergo Design
� Fits ALL Cans! � Reusable 
� Made in USA � Recycled Plastic

* than other products in this category.

Get A
‘New Handle’

to Increase All Aerosol
Product Sales!!!
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FEATURED MANUFACTURERS

3M ............................................................................3m.com; scotchblue.com
American Paint Paddle .....................................americanpaintpaddle.com
Briggs & Stratton ...........................................................briggsandstratton.com
Dripless ........................................................................................... dripless.com
Nationwide Protective Coatings .......................... nationwidecoatings.com
Premier Paint Roller/Z-Pro ..........................................premierpaintroller.com
T.S. Simms ......................................................................................tssimms.com
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